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1. 
... My present invention relates to improvements 
in therapeutic appliances and more particularly 
to those appliances that are used in treating 
diseased body lesions or cavities. It is employed 
to withdraw hemorrhages, suppurations, fetid air 
or gas out of body lesions or cavities, such as 
vaginal, prostatic, rectal, abdominal and the like, 
and then flush, disinfect and aerate such lesions 
or cavities of the body. 

It is a principal object of this invention to 
provide a therapeutic appliance whereby therapy 
of diseased lesions or cavities is accomplished by 
first withdrawing hemorrhages, suppurations, 
fetid gas and the like, if any, and then bathing 
the lesions or cavities with therapeutic Solutions 
and therapeutically processed air; 

It is an important object of the invention to 
withdraw fluids from body lesions or cavities 
without injuring the tissues in the process of 
withdrawing the fluids; 

It is a further object of this invention to pro 
vide a therapeutic appliance so constructed that 
it will flush, disinfect and aerate diseased lesions 
or cavities of the body with a minimum possi 
bility of spreading the infection; 

It is another object of the invention to pro 
vide in a therapeutic device compact means for 
simultaneously feeding into, and withdrawing 
fluids from lesions or cavities of the body; 

It is still another object of this invention to 
provide in a therapeutic device means whereby 
the incoming and outgoing fluids used in the de 
vice for treating body lesions or cavities may be 
observed by the operator of the device; 

* It is a further object of this invention to pro 
vide in a therapeutic device means for supplying 
filtered, deodorized, sterilized and medicated air 
to the lesions or cavities of the body; 

It is one object of this invention to provide a 
device whereby processed air can be used under 
atmospheric or generated air pressure; , 
Other objects of the invention are simplicity 

and economy of construction, ease and efficiency 
of operation, and adaptability to various uses. 
Other objects and advantages will be apparent 

as the following specification progresses. 
My invention is fully described in the following 

specification, of which the drawings accompany 
ing same form a part, in which like characters 
with affix “a” in modifications refer to like partS 
in each of the views, and in which: 

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of one embodiment of my invention showing the duplex receptacle for 
the therapeutic fluid medium and for suction in 
ducing fluid medium in transverse perspective re 
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2 
spectively, the fluid feeding syringe with its cross 
head fitting and the fluid suctioning and dis 
charging artifice in vertical section, respectively. 

Fig. 2 is an elevational view of the Syringe show 
ing the longitudinally corrugated surface thereof. 

Fig. 3 is an elevational view of a modified form of the syringe in Figure 2 showing, partly in sec 
tion, a plurality of superposed webs between each 
two adjacent corrugations, forming pockets for 
collecting fluids. 

Fig. 4 is an elevation of an intermediate por 
tion at one-eighth turn of the Syringe shown in 
Figure 3. ? 

Fig. 5 is a cross-section on line 5-5 of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 6 is a cross-section on line 6-6 of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 7 is a cross-section on line 7-7 of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 8 is a cross-section on line 8-8 of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 9 is a cross-section on line 9-9 of Fig. 2. 
Fig. 10 is a schematic view of a modified em 

bodiment of the invention. s 
Fig. 11 is a cross-section on line - of Fig. 

10. - 

Fig. 12 is a plan view, partly in Section, of the 
air processor, the section being taken on the line 
2-2 of Fig. 10. 
Fig. 13 is a transverse view of the air processor 

on the line 3-3 of Figure 10. 
Fig. 14 is a view of the air bulb with Symbols 

for air checks, this structure to be interposed in 
the air supply conduit 62. 

Referring to the drawings: 
The numeral 6 designates in general the two 

way syringe or nozzle T and two-way cross 
head fitting 8 connected together. The syringe 
7 and fitting 8 are made in two parts to per 

mit quick disconnection for cleaning and steri 
lizing thereof, and for interchanging Syringes 
adapted for specific uses. The fitting f8 is sim 
ple and streamlined to facilitate cleaning thereof. 
There are no parts which for obvious reasons are 
objectionable. The nipple 9 is the only ap 
pendix, and that can be molded integrally in 
the fitting. M - 

The Syringe T may be flexible or rigid, slender 
or broad, and of various shapes and lengths, 
depending on the anatomy of the organ orna 
ture of the lesion to which therapy is to be ap 
plied. The connecting or open end thereof is 
transversely plane and the free end tapered to 
facilitate inserting thereof. 
The generally adapted form of the syringe 

is elongated and cylindrical, the surface thereof 
consisting of longitudinally extending corruga 
tions or ridges 2 and channels or depressions 
31, in alternate radial arrangement. While four 
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the processor. 34b, which provides processed air 
under atmospheric pressure only, while the bulb 
shown in Figure 14 provides generated-processed 
air by manual compression thereof to bathe un 
der inflation the abdominal cavity through Surgi 
cal opening, with therapeutic or processed air, 
after the fetid air or gases have been evacuated. 
This manner of therapy is beneficial to, and pre 
vents such complications as, peritonitis, and the 
like. . . . - , iii 

The pneumatic bulb Fig. 16 is preferably pro 
vided with a pair of air check valves, a valve 62a 
on the intake end thereof and a valve 62b. On the 
discharge end thereof. When the bulb. is com 

- pressed the valve 62a checks the air from re 
turning into the air processor. 34 and is forced 
out thru the valve 62b and connections into the 
cavity being treated, and when the bulb is re 
leased the valve 62b checks the return into the 
bulb of the air from the cavity, and the valve 
62a admits processed air into the bulb from the 
air processor 34 under atmospheric pressure. 
The air processor 34b is used cooperatively with 

the reservoir 38 or 35 for therapeutic solutions to 
be fed into the lesions or cavities, and is in tubu 
lar communication with the cross-head fitting 57, 
and is interposed somewhere between the nipple 
9 and the valve 3. 
The essentials of the air processor are: a case 

63 of suitable material which, of my preferred 
design, is cylindrical. A screw-threaded foram 
inous air-intake cover or cap 64, provided with 
a suspension eye 65, engages the top of the case 
63. A conical air discharge chamber or funnel 
66, provided with an air outlet spout, is formed 
integrally with the bottom of the case 63, but this 
funnel could also be in screw-threaded engage 
ment with the case 63. Immediately subjacent 
to the cover 64 is a disk air-filtering member 6, 
and immediately above the funnel chamber 66 is 
a medically impregnated fumigating and filter 
ing disk member 68 to medicate and sterilize and 
postfilter the outgoing air. Intermediate the 
members 6 and 68 are arranged a plurality, gen 
erally five, but three are shown as indicated by 
69, of preferably cylindrical layers or sections of 
different odor or gas absorb or adsorb chemical 
agents. Each chemical agent is adapted to per 
mit the air to pass or flow therethrough and to 
absorb and adsorb certain odors or gases, there 
from more effectively, so that a combination of 
five agents 69 will absorb all odors or gases apt 
to be in the nonproceSSed air. 
Obviously the chemical agents 69 are readily 

removable from the case 63 for replacement and 
for re-activation thereof, such as charcoal, but 
in a small therapeutic air processor it is more 
expedient to replace the agents when more or leSS 
foully Saturated. 
The steps of processing the air are arranged 

in logical sequence. First, the air is filtered of 
all such impurities as dust, Smoke, Smoke grease, 
and the like by the air filtering member 67, 
through which it is forced by atmospheric pres 
sure, then it is forced through the series of de 
odorizing agents 69. It will be observed that the 
air, now being filtered, Will not plug the porous 
agents; the pores or foramen are always open and 
effectively permit the flowing of the filtered air 
therethrough. Finally, the filtered and deodor 
ized air is forced through the medically impreg 
nated member 68 to sterilize, and medicate the 
air as desired and to filter out oxides of the 
chemical agents. We now have a thoroughly 
therapeutic processed air. - 
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the same channel or channels. 

6 
The iriodified syringe combination artifice 6 

includes a two-way syringe 52 and a transparent 
two-way cross-head fitting 57. The Syringe 52 
generally is adapted for deep canal service, such 
as prostatic therapy. It includes a pair of two 
way conduits, an inlet conduit 53, with a plurality 

. Of inlet Orifices 54, and an outlet conduit 55 with 
ta, plurality of Outlet orifices 56. These conduits 
53 and 55 are parallelly adjacent and separated 
by a wall extending longitudinally therebetween 
and defining longitudinally along each side of its 
ridge, recessed in between the said conduits 53 
and 55, preferably, a pair of deep channels 3 a, 
One on each Side of the Wall. The inlet conduit 
53 has at the lower end-portion a plurality of 
inlet orifices 54 on each side thereof in commu 
nication with the channels 3d. The outlet con 
duit has, at the lower end-portion thereof a, plu 
rality of Outlet orifices 56 on each side thereof 
also in communication with the channels 3 a. 
The inlet conduit 53 and the outlet conduit 55 
may communicate with a common pocket in the 
end of the Syringe 52 irrespective of whether they 
are also in communication with the channel or 
channels 3 a . The principle or mode of opera 
tion is the same through the pocket as thru the 
Channel Or channels, since the inlet and outlet 
conduits communicate with the same pocket or 

The principle of 
feeding and withdrawing fluids is identical to 
that of the Syringe assembly 6. The upper or 
open end of the Syringe 52 may be oval in which 
case, it is connected by a slip-joint to the cross 
head fitting 57, but if the top end is round it may 
be connected Screw-threadedly. The cross-head 
fitting 5T has an inlet conduit 58 passing there 
through and registering with the conduit. 53. 
This fitting 57 is in the form of a T, to provide 
a horizontal transparent shank 34, affording a 
means to focalize the syringe in a cavity or lesion 
and a means for visual observation of the With 
drawing fluids passing therethrough. An outlet 
conduit 59 extends through the shank 34 and the 
connecting portion of the fitting 57 and registers 
with the outlet conduit 55 of the syringe 52. 
The fluid feeding system 70, as shown in Figure 

0, comprises the receptacle 35 in Figure O and 
-a, reservoir 38 in Figure 1, for therapeutic feed 
ing Solutions. The reservoir 38 is here shown 
combined with the reservoir 39 for suction in 
ducing hydrant liquid in the double receptacle 
35. The reservoirs thereof 38 and 39 are orificial 
in the top thereof (not shown). The feeding 
reservoirs 38 in Figure 1, and 35 in Figure 10 are 
respectively provided with an outlet 40 and 42a. 
at the bottom thereof. In the Figures 1 and 10, 
a hoSeconduit 42 or 42d connects the outlets 40 
or 40 a with the inlet conduits of the fittings f8 
and 57 respectively. A valve 37 or 37a associated 
with the conduit 42 or 42a controls respectively 
the flow of the solution therethrough. 

In the fluid withdrawing System 7, in the Fig 
lure 10, is a centrifugal suction pump 60, commu 
nicating, through the hose conduit 47a. 
In the Figure 1 is illustrated a suction-produc 

ing fitting 5, in place of the centrifugal pump 
60. This fitting, 5, includes a primary tube 48 
and an entrant tube 49, which is provided with a 
Wenturi Suction end 5, disposed concentrically 
in the primary tube 48. The fluid withdrawing 
tube 49 is connected to a suction hose conduit 47 
at the connecting end 50, and the conduit 47 is 
connected to the Suction handle 34a. The valve 
46 is closed when it is desired to inflate the abdo 
men through a Surgical opening therein, and 
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opened to release the inflation. The hydrant 
hose sconduit 43 communicates the Suction pro 
ducing artifice f 5 with the hydrant reservoir:39 
at the outlet 4. The valve 45 controls the flow 
of the hydrant fluid through the hose conduit 43. 

In the operation of the appliance, the fluid 
feeding system 10, shown in Figures 1; and 10, is 
elevated well above the horizontal plane of the 
two-way, artifice 6. for the purpose of producing 
a gravitational floor of the therapeutic Solution 
from the reservoir 38, Figure 1, or reservoir 35, 
Figure 10. 

() 

The fluid withdrawing or suctioning system 7, 
shown in Figures 1 and 10, is disposed below the 
horizontal plane of the artifice ? 6, that is, the 
horizontal plane of the lesion or cavity treated, 
to effectively suction, with the aid of gravity, 
the outcoming fluids. - 
; First, all the valves 37-45-46 are closed, then 
the therapeutic solution is poured into reservoir 
38 in Figure. 1 or 35 in Figure 10. In Figure 1, 
which shows a receptacle hydrant, the suction 
producing liquid is poured into reservoir 39. 
The apparatus is now ready to function, and it 

Shall be operated according to what it is to do. 
If the treatment is to be compound, that is, if 
there are foreign fluids. Such aShemorrhages and 
the like first to withdraw or suction out, and sub 
sequently a flushing out therapy is to be ap 
plied, then the procedure is this; 
The Syringe T of the two-way artifice 6 is 

inserted into the Surgical lesion or non-Surgical 
cavity to be treated, focalized, of course, to the 
ibest of the ability of the operator. The valves 
:5 and 46 are opened in Figure 1, or valve. 46a in 
Figure i0, and an electrical switch (not shown) 
associated with the centrifugal pump 60 closed 
to start: the pump. In the withdrawing system 
in Figure 1, ... the hydrant fluid flows from the 
reservoir 39, through the hose conduit 43, the 
tube conduit;48, and out to drain 44. As the hy 
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.drant fluid flows eccentrically around the 'Wen- - 
turi-end 5 of the suction tube 49, a vacuum is 
-Created there, inducing a syphonic flow. of the 
hemorrhage from the cavity, the hemorrhage 
scollecting in the channels 3f, suctionally enter 
ing the outlet orifices 26, the outlet conduit 25, the 
outlet tube 33, the outlethose conduit 47, the out 
let tube conduit 49, and from the Wenturiend of 
tube 49 carried away to drain 44 by the hydrant 
fiuid flowing through tube 48. When the out 
coming flow of the withdrawal fluid through the 
itransparent handle 34 or 34a, indicates that the 
themorrhage has all been withdrawn and that 
only processed air is coming through the trans 
parent handle 34 or 34a, forced by atmospheric 
spressure through the air processor 34, the bulb 
and connections 62, hose conduit 42, conduit tube 

* 32, conduits 28, inlet orifices 30 and channels 3 
or 3 a, from which it follows the same.course 
as did the outcoming hemorrhage, then the proc 
ess of flushing, disinfecting, and aerating is be 
gun by the opening of additional valve 37-37a 
in either Figure 1 or 10, and starting the flow of 
the therapeutic solution from either reservoir 38 
or 35 respectively, through hose conduit 42 or 
42a, tube conduit 32 or 58 inlet conduits 28, or 53, 
sinlet. Orifices 30 or 54 channels 3, or 3 a. wherein 
the flushing, disinfecting and aerating of the 
tissues facing the channels 3 or 3 fa’isperformed 
and the flush withdrawn in the same 'Sequence 
as the processed air aforedescribed. If inflation 
sof the cavity with processed air is desired, the 
-valve 37 or 37a is closed after all the fluids shall 
have been withdrawn and the bulb at 62 com 
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5 

pressibly actuated after valve 46 or 46a is closed. 
The centrifugal pump 60-is one substitute for 

the gravitational hydrant fluid System shown in 
Figure 1, a reservoir 39, conduit 43 and Suction 
fitting 5; but a faucet hydrant is generally more 
convenient and satisfactory than either of th 
aforementioned Systems. The faucet hydrant 
Substitutes, the reservoir. 39; and operates: COOp 
eratively with the suction fitting 15. 

It might be stated that the function of the Valve 
.46::pril 6d. is to close the conduit 47 or 4.d.; only 
When the apparatus is used to perform the func 
tion of inflation by manually actuating the bulb 
at 62, and again opened to release, the inflation. 

It is to be understood that preferred forms of 
iny. invention are herein shown and described; 
:but that various changes in shape, size and arr 
rangement of parts may be resorted to without 
departing from the Spirit of my invention or the 
Scope of: the appended claims. 

What II. claim iS: - - ... ." . 

1. In a therapeutic apparatus of the class de 
Scribed, whereina, fiuidifeeding means coogerate:S 
with the fiuid feeding conduit of a two-way 
cross-head, fitting provided. With a two-Way 
syringe, ... the combination of an air processing 
means communicating with the feeding conduit 
of the cross-head fitting, providing proceSSed air 
under atmospheric. pressure, and comprising the 
combination and arrangement of: a case having 
an air-intake end and a processed air-discharge 
end, which is provided with a chamber having 
an air. outlet, to receive and to discharge the 
processed air; an air filtering means in the intake 
end-of the case; at least three different odor or 
gas absorb and adsorb chemical agents arranged 
in series subjacent to the air filtering means to 
deodorize the filtered air, each of said chemical 
agents being adapted to permit the passing of 
air therethrough and to absorb and adsorb 
specific gases or odors more effectively; a means 
disposed subjacent to the chemical agents and 
adapted to be impregnated with therapeutical 
ingredients to fumigate the filtered and de 
odorized air and adapted to postfilter the oxides 
of the chemical agents, therefrom. 

2. In a therapeutic apparatus of the class de 
scribed, wherein a fluid feeding means cooperates 

: with the fluid feeding conduit of a two-way cross 
head fitting provided with a two-way syringe, the 
combination of an air processing means asso 
ciated with an air compression means including 
a resilient air bulb having a separate air-check 
in the air-intake and air-discharge ends thereof, 
and together therewithal communicating with 
the fluid feeding conduit of the two-way cross 
head fitting provided with a two-way - syringe, 
and normally providing processed air under at 
mospheric pressure, or by manipulation of the 
bulb of the compression means into a bodily 
lesion or cavity thru the feeding conduits of 
said cross-head fitting and Syringe, said air 
checks-opening in the direction of the flow of the 
air, and closing, if the flow be reversed, the air 
check in the air-intake end closing-and the air 
check in the air-discharge and thereof opening, 
when the bulb.is manually compressed, said air 
processing means comprising the combination 
and arrangement of: a case having an air-intake 
end and a processed air-discharge end, which is 
provided with a chamber having an air outlet, to 
receive and to discharge the processed air; an 
air filtering means in the intake end of the case; 
at least three different odor absorbing and ad 
Sorbing chemical agents arranged in-series sub 
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jacent to the air filtering means to deodorize the 
filtered air, each of said chemical agents being 
adapted to permit the passing of air therethrough 
and to absorb and adsorb specific gases or odors 
more effectively; a means disposed subjacent to 
the chemical agents and impregnated with 
therapeutical ingredients to fumigate the filtered 
and deodorized air and adapted to postfilter the 
oxides of the chemical agents, therefrom. 

3. In a therapeutic apparatus of the class de 
scribed, wherein a fluid feeding means cooperates 
with the fluid feeding conduit of a two-way cross 
head fitting provided with a two-way Syringe, 
the si combination of , an air processing means 
communicating with the feeding conduit of the 
cross-head fitting, providing processed air under 
atmospheric pressure, and comprising the Com 
bination and arrangement of: a case having an 
air-intake end and a processed air-discharge end, 
which is provided with a chamber having an air 
outlet, to receive and to discharge the processed 
air; an air filtering means in the intake end of 
the case; at least five different odor or gas absorb 
and adsorb chemical agents arranged in Series 
subjacent to the air filtering means to deodorize 
the filtered air, each of said chemical agents 
being adapted to permit the passing of air there 
through and to absorb and adsorb Specific gases 
or odors more effectively; a means disposed Sub 
jacent to the chemical agents and adapted to be 
impregnated with therapeutical ingredients to 
fumigate the filtered and deodorized air and 
adapted to postfilter the oxides of the chemical 
agents, therefrom. ". 

4. In a therapeutic apparatus of the class de 
scribed, wherein a fluid feeding means cooperates 
with the fluid feeding conduit of a two-way croSS 
head fitting provided with a two-way Syringe, the 
combination of an air processing means a SSo 
ciated with an air compression means including 
a resilient air bulb having a separate air-check 
in the air-intake and air-discharge ends thereof, 
and together therewithal, communicating with 
the fluid feeding conduit of the two-Way Cross 
head fitting provided with a two-way syringe, 
and normally providing processed air under at 
mospheric pressure, or by manipulation of the 
bulb of the compression means into a bodily 
lesion or cavity thru, the feeding conduits of 
said cross-head fitting and syringe, Said air 
checks opening in the direction of the flow of the 
air, and closing, if the flow be reversed, the air 
check in the air-intake end closing and the air 
check in the air-discharge end thereof opening, 
when the bulb is manually compressed, said air 
processing means comprising the combination 
and arrangement of: a case having an air-intake 
end and a processed air-discharge end, which is 
provided with a chamber having an air. Outlet, to 
receive and to discharge the processed air; an air 
filtering means in the intake end of the case; at 
least five different odor absorb and adsorbing 
chemical agents arranged in series subjacent to 
the air filtering means to deodorize the filtered 
air, each of said chemical agents being adapted 
to permit the passing of air therethrough and to 
absorb and adsorb specific gases or odorS more 
effectively; a means disposed subjacent to the 
chemical agents and impregnated With thera 
peutical ingredients to fumigate the filtered and 
deodorized air and adapted to postfilter the 
oxides of the chemical agents, therefrom. 

5. A therapeutic apparatus for treating dis 
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eased body lesions or cavities by feeding fluids 
into, and/or simultaneously withdrawing fluids 

O 
from such lesions or cavities, comprising the 
combination and arrangement of a two-way fluid 
feeding and fluid withdrawing Syringe; a two 
way fluid feeding and fluid withdrawing cross 
head fitting, detachably connected to said syr 
inge; fluid feeding system means in communica 
tion With the fluid feeding conduit of the cross 
head fitting and the Syringe; fluid withdrawing 
System means in communication with the fluid 
withdrawing conduit of the cross-head fitting 
and the Syringe; an air processing means in 
communication with the feeding conduit of the 
cross-head fitting and the syringe and providing 
processed air under atmospheric pressure. 

6. A therapeutic apparatus of the class de 
Scribed comprising the combination and arrange 
ment of a two-way fluid feeding and fluid with 
drawing Syringe; a two-way fluid feeding and 
fluid withdrawing cross-head fitting, detachably 
connected to said Syringe; fluid feeding System 
means in communication with the fluid feeding 
conduit of the cross-head fitting and the Syringe; 
fiuid. Withdrawing System means in communica 
tion with the fluid withdrawing conduit of the 
cross-head fitting and the Syringe; an air proc 
essing means in communication with the feeding 
conduit of the cross-head fitting and the Syringe; 
an air compression means associated with said 
air processing means and including a resilient 
air bulb having a separate air-check in the air 
intake and air-discharge ends thereof, and to 
gether therewithal communicating with the fluid 
feeding conduit of the two-way cross-head fitting 
provided with a two-way syringe and normally 
providing processed air under atmospheric pres 
Sure, or by manipulation of the bulb of the com 
pression means into a bodily lesion or cavity thru 
the feeding conduits of said cross-head fitting 
and Syringe, said air-checks opening in the direc 
tion of the flow of the air, and closing if the 
flow be reversed, the air-check in the air-intake 
end closing and the air-check in the air-dis-, 
charge end thereof opening, when the bulb is 
manually compressed. 

7. A therapeutic apparatus for treating dis 
eased body lesions or cavities by feeding fluids 
into, and/or simultaneously withdrawing fluids 
from such lesions or cavities, comprising the com 
bination and arrangement of a two-way fluid 
feeding and fluid withdrawing syringe; a two 
way fluid feeding and fluid withdrawing cross 
head fitting, detachably connected to said Syr 
inge; fluid feeding System means in communica, 
tion. With the fluid feeding conduit of the cross 
head fitting and the syringe; fluid withdrawing 
System means in communication with the fluid 
Withdrawing conduit of the cross-head fitting 
and the Syringe; an air processing means in com 
munication with the feeding conduit of the cross 
head fitting and the Syringe and providing proc 
essed air under atmospheric pressure; said air 
processing means comprising the combination 
and arrangement of a case having an air-intake 
end and a processed air-discharge end, which is 
provided With a chamber having an air outlet, 
to receive and to discharge the processed air; 
an air filtering means in the intake end of the 
case; at least three different odor or gas absorb 
and adsorb chemical agents arranged in series 
Subjacent to the air filtering means to deodorize 
the filtered air, each of said chemical agents be 
ing adapted to permit the passing of air there 
through and to absorb and adsorb specified gases 
or Odors more effectively; a means disposed sub 
jacent to the chemical agents and impregnated 
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with therapeutical ingredients to fumigate the 
filtered and deodorized air and adapted to post 
filter the oxides of the chemical agents, there-- 
from. - 

12 
different odor or gas-absorb-and-adsorbing chemi 
cal agents arranged in series: Subiacent to the air 
filtering means to deodorize the filtered air, each 
of Said chemical agents being-adapted to permit. 

8. A therapeutic apparatus for treating dis- 5 is the passing of air, therethrough and to absorb 
eased body lesions ori cavities by feeding fluids 
into, and/or simultaneously withdrawing fluids 
from such lesions or cavities, comprising the 
combination and arrangement of a two-way fluid 
feeding and fluid withdrawing syringe; a two 
Way, fluid feeding and fluid withdrawing cross 

and adsorb specific gases or odors more effec 
tively; a means disposed subjacent to the chemi 
cal agents and adapted to be impregnated with 
therapeutical ingredients to fumigate the filtered 

10' and deodorized air and adapted to postfilter the 

head fitting, detachably connected to said syr- . 
inge, fluid-feeding system means in communica 
tion with the fluid feeding conduit of the cross 
head fitting and the syringe; fluid withdrawing 
System means in communication with the fluid 
withdrawing conduit of the cross-head fitting 
and the Syringe; an air processing - means in 
Communication with the feeding conduit of the 
cross-head fitting and the syringer and providing 
processed air under atmospheric pressure; said 
air processing means comprising the combina 
tion and arrangement of a case: having an air 
intake end and a processed air-discharge end, 
which is“ provided with a chamber having an 
air outlet, to receive and to discharge the proc 
essed air; an air filtering means in the intake 
end of the case; at least three-different odor 
orgas absorb and adsorb chemical agents ar 
ranged in series subjacent to the air filtering 
means to deodorize the filtered air, each of said 
chemical agents being adapted to permit the 
passing of air therethrough and to absorb and 
adsorb specified gases or Odors' more effectively; 
a means disposed Subjacent to the . chemical. 
agents and impregnated with therapeutical in 
gredients to fumigate the filtered and deodorized 
air and adapted to postfilter the oxides of the 
chemical agents therefrom. 

9. At therapeutic apparatus of the class de 
scribed comprising the combination and arrange-- 
ment of a two-way fluid feeding and fluid with 
drawing syringe; a two-way fluid feeding and 

oxides of the chemical agents, therefrom. 
10. In a therapeutic-apparatus of the class de 

Scribed, wherein a fluid feeding means cooperates. 
With the fluid feeding conduit of a two-way cross 

15 head fitting provided with a two-way syringe, 

:30 

the combination of an air processing means com 
municating with the feeding conduit of the cross 
head fitting, providing si processed air under i at--: - 
mospheric pressure, and comprising the combina 

20tion and arrangement of: a case: having an air 
intake end and a processed air discharge end,. 
Which is provided with a chamber having an air 
outlet, to receive and to discharge the processed 
air; an air filtering means in the intake-end of 

25 the case; at most two different odor absorb and 
adsorb chemical agents arranged in series sub 
jacent to the air filtering means to deodorize the 
filtered air, each of said chemical agents being 
adapted to permit the passing of air therethrough 
and to absorb and adsorb specific: gases or odors 
more effectively; a means disposed subjacent to 

fluid withdrawing cross-head fitting, detachably 
connected to said Syringe; fluid feeding system 
means in communication with the fluid feeding 
conduit of the cross-head fitting and the syringe; 
fluid withdrawing system means in communica--- 
tion with the fluid withdrawing conduit of the 
cross-head fitting and the Syringe; an air proc 
essing means in communication with the feeding: 
Conduit of the Cross-head fitting and the Syringe; 
an air compression means associated with said 
air processing means and including a resilient air 
bulb having a separate air-check in the air-in 
take and airidischarge ends thereof, and together 
therewithal communicating with the fluid feeding 
conduit of the two-way cross-head fitting pro 
vided with a two-way syringe and normally pro 
viding processed air under atmospheric pressure, 
Which may be compressed into a bodily lesion or 
cavity thru the feeding conduits of said cross 
head fitting and Syringe, by repeated manual 
compression of the bulb, said air-checks opening 
in the direction of the flow of the air, and clos 
ing if the filow bereversed, the air-check in the 
air-intake end closing and the air-check in the 
air-discharge end thereof opening, when the bulb 
is manually compressed; said air processing means 
comprising the combination and arrangement of 
a case having an air-intake end and a processed 
air-discharge end, which is provided with a 
chamber having an air outlet, to receive and to 
discharge the processed air; an air filtering 
means in the intake end of the case; at least three 

the chemical agents and adapted to be impreg 
nated with therapeutical ingredients to fumigate: 
the filtered and deodorized air; and: adapted to: 
*postfilter the oxides of the chemical agents, 
therefrom. . 

11. In a therapeutic apparatus of the class 
described, wherein a fluid feeding means, cooper 
ates with the fluid feeding conduit of: a two-way 
cross-head fitting provided with a two-way syr 
inge, the Combination ofan air processing means 
asSociated with an air compression means in 
cluding a resilient air bulb having a separate air 
check in the air-intakes and air-discharge ends 
thereof, and together therewitha. communicat 
ing. With the fluid feeding. conduit of the two 
Way Cross-head fitting provided with a two-way. 
Syringe and normally providing processed air 
under atmospheric pressure, or by manipulation. 
of the bulb of the compressioni means into a bodily 
lesion or cavity thru the feeding conduits of said 
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Cross-head fitting and Syringe, said air-checks 
opening in the directioni. of the flow of the air. 
and closing if the flow be reversed, the air-check 

..in the air-intake end closing and the air-check 
in the air-discharge end thereof opening, when 
the bulb is manually compressed; said: air proc 
essing means comprising the combination and ar 
rangement of a case having an air-intake end and 
a processed air-discharge end, which is provided 
with a chamber having an air outlet, to receive 
and to discharge the processed air; an air filter 
ing means in the intake end of the case; at most 
two different odor or gas absorb and adsorb 
chemical agents arranged in series subjacent to 
the air filtering means to deodorize the filtered 
air, each of said chemical agents being adapted to 
permit the passing of air therethrough and to 
absorb and adsorb. Specific gases or odors more 
effectively; a means: disposed subjacent to the 
chemical agents and adapted to be impregnated 
with therapeutical ingredients to fumigate the 
filtered and deodorized air and adapted to post 
filter the oxides of the chemical agents, there 
from, - 
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12. A therapeutic apparatus for treating dis 
eased body lesions or cavities by feeding fluids 
into, and/or simultaneously withdrawing fluids 
from such lesions or cavities, comprising the 
combination and arrangement of a two-way fluid 
feeding and fluid withdrawing Syringe; a two-way 
fluid feeding and fluid withdrawing cross-head 
fitting, detachably connected to said Syringe; fluid 
feeding system means in communication with the 
fluid feeding conduit of the cross-head fitting and 
the Syringe; fluid withdrawing system means in 
communication with the fluid withdrawing con 
duit of the "cross-head fitting and the syringe; an 
air processing means in communication with the 
feeding conduit of the cross-head fitting and the 
syringe and providing processed air under atmos-- 
pheric pressure; said air processing means con 
prising the combination and arrangement of a 
case having an air-intake end and a processed air 
discharge end, which is provided with a chamber 
having an air Outlet, to receive and to discharge 
the processed air; and air filtering means in the 
intake end of the case; at least five different odor 
or gas absorb and adsorb chemical agents ar 
ranged in Series subjacent to the air filtering 
means to deodorize the filtered air, each of said 
chemical agents being adapted to permit the pass 
ing of air therethrough and to absorb and adsorb 
Specified gases or Odors more effectively; a means 
disposed Subjacent to the chemical agents and 
impregnated with therapeutical ingredients to 
fumigate the filtered and deodorized air and 
adapted to postfilter the oxides of the chemical 
agents therefrom. . . . . 

13. A therapeutic apparatus for treating dis 
eased body lesions or cavities by feeding fluids 
into, and/or simultaneously withdrawing fluids 
from Such lesions or cavities, comprising the com 
bination and arrangement of a two-way fluid 
feeding and fluid withdrawing syringe; a two-way 
fluid feeding and fluid withdrawing cross-head 
fitting, detachably connected to said syringe; fluid 
feeding System means in communication with the 
fluid feeding conduit of the cross-head fitting and 
the Syringe; fluid withdrawing system means in 
communication with the fluid withdrawing con 
duit of the cross-head fitting and the syringe; an 
air processing means in communication with the 
feeding conduit of the cross-head fitting and the 
Syringe and providing processed air under atmos 
pheric preSSure; Said air processing means com 
prising the combination and arrangement of a 
case having an air-intake end and a processed 
air-discharge end, which is provided with a cham 
ber having an air outlet, to receive and to dis 
charge the processed air; an air filtering means, 
in the intake end of the case; at most two differ 
ent odor or gas absorb and adsorb chemical agents 
arranged in series subjacent to the air filtering 
means to deodorize the filtered air, each of said 
chemical agents being adapted to permit the 
passing of air therethrough and to absorb and 
adsorb specified gases or odors more effectively; 
a means disposed subjacent to the chemical 
agents and impregnated with therapeutical in 
gredients to fumigate the filtered and deodorized 
air and adapted to postfilter the oxides of the 
chemical agents therefrom. 

14. A therapeutic apparatus of the class de 
scribed comprising the combination and arrange 
ment of a two-way fluid feeding and fluid with 
drawing syringe; a two-way fluid feeding and 
fluid withdrawing cross-head fitting, detachably 
connected to said Syringe; fluid feeding System 
means in communication with the fluid feeding 
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conduit of the cross-head fitting and the Syringe, 
fluid withdrawing system means in communica 
tion with the fluid withdrawing conduit of the 
cross-head fitting and the Syringe; an air proceSS 
ing means in communication With the feeding 
conduit of the cross-head fitting and the Syringe; 
an air compression means associated with said 
air processing means and including a resilient air 
bulb having a separate air-check in the air-in 
take and air-discharge ends thereof, and together 
therewithal communicating with the fluid feed 
ing conduit of the two-way cross-head fitting pro 
vided with a two-way Syringe and normally pro 
viding processed air under atmospheric pressure, 
or by manipulation of the bulb of the compression 
means into a bodily lesion or cavity thru the 
feeding conduits of said cross-head fitting and 
Syringe, said air-checks opening in the direction 
of the flow of the air, and closing, if the flow be 
reversed, the air-check in the air-intake end 
closing and the air-check in the air-discharge 
end thereof opening, when the bulb is manually 
compreSSed; said air processing means comprising 
the combination and arrangement of a case hav 
ing an air-intake end and a processed air-dis 
charge end, which is provided with a chamber 
having an air outlet, to receive and to discharge 
the processed air; an air filtering means in the 
intake end of the case; at least five different odor 
or gas absorb and adsorbing chemical agents ar 
ranged in Series subjacent to the air filtering 
means to deodorize the filtered air, each of said 
chemical agents being adapted to permit the 
passing of air therethrough and to absorb and 
adsorb specific gases or odors more effectively; 
a means disposed subjacent to the chemical agents 
and adapted to be impregnated with therapeutical 
ingredients to fumigate the filtered and deodor 
ized air and adapted to postfilter the oxides of 
the chemical agents, therefrom. 

15. A therapeutic apparatus of the class de 
scribed comprising the combination and arrange 
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ment of a two-way fluid feeding and fluid with 
drawing Syringe; a two-way fluid feeding and 
fluid withdrawing cross-head fitting, detachably 
connected to said syringe; fluid feeding system 
means in communication with the fluid feed 
ing conduit of the croSS-head fitting and the 
syringe; fluid withdrawing system means in com 
munication with the fluid withdrawing conduit 
of the cross-head fitting and the Syringe; an air 
processing means in communication with the 
feeding conduit of the cross-head fitting and the 
Syringe; an air compreSSion means aSSociated 
With said air processing means and including a 
resilient air bulb having a separate air-check in 
the air-intake and air-discharge ends thereof, 
and together thereWithal communicating With the 
fluid feeding conduit of the two-Way croSS-head 
fitting provided with a two-Way Syringe and nor 
mally providing processed air under atmospheric 
pressure, or by manipulation of the bulb of the 
compression means into a bodily lesion or cavity 
thru the feeding conduits of said cross-head fit 
ting and Syringe, said air-checks opening in the 
direction of the flow of the air, and closing if the 
flow be reversed, the air-check in the air-intake 
end closing and the air-check in the air-discharge 
end thereof opening, when the bulb is manually 
compressed; Said air processing means compris 
ing the combination and arrangement of a case 
having an air-intake end and a processed air 
discharge end, which is provided with a chamber 
having an air outlet, to receive and to discharge 
the processed air; an air filtering means in the 

""????-?-???????????" 



of-the-chemical agents, therefrom. S. 

15. 
intake:end of the ease; at most two-different.000E 
or:gas "absorb and adsorbing; chemical-agents ari 
ranged in series. Subjacent to the air filtering 
means to deodorize-the-filtered: air, each of Said. 
chemical agents being - adapted to permit... the 
passing of air therethrough and to absorb, and 
adsorb-specific gases, or odors more effectively; a 
means: disposed. Subjacent to the chemical agentS. 
and, adapted to be impregnated with therapeu 
tical ingredients to-fumigate the filtered and de 
odorized: air and adapted to postfilter the oxides 

16. In a syringe of the class, described, an elon 
gated cylindrical body, having a, plurality. of lon 
gitudinally extending and alternating parallel. 
channels and ridges; an inlet conduit extending. 
longitudinally in each ridge, each: inlet. conduit 
having an open: top end; at least. one, separate. 
group. of plurality of outlets...in each ridge Com 
municating each inlet, conduit, with at least one. 
adjoining channei; an outlet conduit in-the-body. 
parallel to and surrounded by the channels and 
ridges, said outlet conduit having an: open...top. 
end...a, separate plurality of inletS. in the body. 
communicating, said outlet conduit... with each: 
channel. 

17. In a therapeutic appliance, of the class.de 
Scribed, a two-Way Syringe comprising, an elon 
gated cylinder-like body-portion having a conr. 
necting...end and separate, pluralities of radially 
alternating corrugations and channels... extend 
ing, parallelly and longitudinally.therein, and de 
fining: the surface...thereof; a tubular. inlet. Con 
duit. extending: longitudinally in each: corruga 
tion emerging. in the connecting... end and having, 
a closed lower end; a tubular outlet conduit. dis 
posed longitudinally...and axially. in the bodyspor 
tion emerging in the connecting...ead thereof...and 
having, a closed, lower end; a plurality of orifices. 
communicating each inlet, conduit. With: at least 
one of the two channels astride, each corruga 
tion; and a separate plurality or Orifices Com 
municating the outlet conduit With each channel. 

18. The structure defined in claim in Which 
the body-portion has, in addition, an orifice in 
the lower end thereof communicating With the 
Outlet Conduit. 

9. The structure defined in claim 17 in which 
the body-portion is provided with a plurality of 
webs spaced apart in each channel and integral, 
with the surface of the body-portion, each form 
ing a pocket; a separate orifice communicating 
the outlet conduit. With each pocket. One or more 
orifices communicating at least one of the two 
inlet conduits astride each pocket, With the same 
pocket. 

20. In a therapeutic appliance of the class, de 
scribed, the combination and arrangement, of a 
two-Way Syringe and a two-Way cross-head fitting 
detachably attached to the Syringe, Said. Syringe, 
comprising an elongated cylinder-like body-por 
tion havingi. a. connecting " endº and separate... plu 
ralities of radially alternating corrugations and 
channels extending parallelly. and longitudinally 
therein and defining the surface thereof; a tubul 
larinlet conduit extending longitudinally in each 
corrugation emerging in the connecting end and 
having a closed lower end; a tubular outlet Con 
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ands Said. Cross-head fitting, comprising a body 
portion including an inlet, tubular conduit come. 
municating With all the inlet conduits in the: 
body-portion, said inlet conduit, having, an en 
trant outlet conduit, communicating with the. 
outlet conduit in the body-portion and said en 
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duit disposed longitudinally and - aXially in the 
body portion emerging in the connecting... end, 
thereof and having a closed OWer end; a plurality 
of orifices communicating each inlet, conduit with 
at least one of the two channels astride each cor 
rugation; a Separate plurality of orifices -comi 

trant outlet conduit having a transparent.shank 
adapted to be held in the palm of the hand; 
whereby maneuverably to apply to, and focalize. 
the syringe of the combination in a bodily lesion 
or cavity, and whereby to observe the pathological 
peculiarities of the bodily Secretions.or fluids as 
same flow therethrough in the withdrawal there 
of. - 

21. In a therapeutic...appliance of the class. de 
scribed for use...in combination. With a Suction. 
means and a fluid supply means, a detachably 
combined two-way nozzle and a two-Way Cross 
head fitting; said two-way nozzle comprising...a. 
slender body portion having an end adapted for 
detachable connection to said two-way cross 
head fitting, an inlet conduit and an outlet. con 
duit. -extending parallel from the detachable end 
throughout the major part of the body, portion, 
each conduit having...an orifice in said detachable. 
end, a channel formed longitudinally in the outer. 
surface of the body-portion on one-side thereof 
medially between the conduits, a plurality of ori 
fices, leading from the inlet conduit to the chan 
nel, anda plurality of orifices leading from said; 
channel to the outlet conduit; and said two-Way. 
cross-head fitting having separate inlet and out 
let: conduits extending therethrough and com-. 
municating with the corresponding conduits, of 
the nozzle, said outlet conduits emerging, from 
the fitting in the form of a transparent tubular. 
shank adapted to communicate: with the Suction 
means, and serving as a handle. Whereby to apply, 
the nozzle to a bodily lesion, or cavity, and as: 
means for observing the fluids as Same are being 
withdrawn through said transparent shank, and 
said inlet conduit being adapted to communicate 
with the fluid supply means: 

22. The structure defined in claim-21 in Which 
the body-portion has a - channel formed longi-- 
tudinally in the surface of said body-portion on 
both sides thereof medially between the conduits. 

23. In a therapeutic appliance of the class-de 
Scribed, a two-way nozzle comprising: an elon 

56; gated slender body-portion, an inlet conduit, and 
an outlet, conduit extending in parallel relations: 
ship, with the body, from one end throughout the 
major part of the body portion, one or more 
pockets formed in the outer surface of -the-body 
portion, a separate orifice leading throughs: the 
body portion from the inlet, conduit to a point, 
on said surface: adjacent to each of Said one or 
more pockets, and a separate orifice leading from 
each of Said one or more: pockets to the outlet 
conduit. 

24. In a therapeutic appliance of the classide 
scribed for use in conjunction with a suction 
means and a fluid supply means, a detachably 
combined two-Way nozzle and a two-way cross 
head fitting, Said two-way nozzle comprising...a 
Slender body-portion having-an-end adapted for 
detachable connection to said two-way cross-. 
head fitting, an inlet conduit and an outlet con 
duit extending adjacently in , the body-portion 
from the lower end thereof, each-conduit having 
an orifice in the detachable end, one or more. 
pocketS. formed in the outer surface of the body. 
portion, a separate orifice, leading. through said 
body portion from the inlet conduit to a point. 

municating the outlet conduit with each channel; ; on-the-body-portion outer surface. adjacent tora. 
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separate orifice leading from each of said one or 
more pockets to the outlet conduit; said two-way 
CrOSS-head fitting having separate inlet and out 
let conduits extending therethrough and com 
municating with the corresponding conduits of 
the nozzle, said outlet conduit emerging in the 
form of a transparent tubular shank adapted to 
communicate With the suction means, and Serv 
ing as a handle whereby to apply the nozzle to 
a bodily lesion, or cavity, and as means for ob 
Serving the fluids as same are being withdrawn 
through, Said transparent shank, and said inlet 
conduit being adapted to communicate with the 
fluid supply means. 

25. In a device of the class described for use in 
combination with a suction means having a suc 
tion conduit and a fluid supply means, a detach 
ably combined elongated two-way nozzle and a 
tWO-Way cross-head fitting, said nozzle having 
inlet conduit means and outlet conduit means 
eXtending within the nozzle and in parallel rela 
tion With each other throughout the major por 
tion thereof, said fitting being detachably con 
nected to one end of said nozzle, said inlet con 
duit means and said outlet conduit means hav 
ing orifices in Said detachable end, depression 
means in the Surface of the nozzle; orificial 
means leading from the inlet conduit means to 
the depression means; and orificial means leading 
from the depression means to the outlet conduit 
means; and Said two-way cross-head fitting in 
cluding inlet conduit communicating with the in 
let conduit means of the nozzle, outlet conduit 
Communicating With the outlet conduit means of 
the nozzle, said outlet conduit of the fitting 
emerging in the form of a transparent tubular 
shank, adapted to communicate with the suction 
conduit of a Suction means, and adapted to be 
held in the palm of the hand to apply the nozzle 
to bodily lesions, or cavities, and to focalize said 
nozzle therein, and adapted for visually observing 
the bodily Secretions for pathological peculiarities 
as Same are being Suctioned through said trans 
parent Shank While said shank is being held in the 
hand, and Said inlet conduit being adapted to 
communicate with a fluid supply means. 

26. In a therapeutic appliance of the class 
described, the combination and arrangement of 
a two-Way-Syringe and a two-way cross-head 
fitting detachably attached to the Syringe, said 
Syringe comprising an elongated cylinder-like 
body-portion having a connecting end and Sep 
arate pluralities of radially alternating corru 
gations and channels extending parallelly and 
longitudinally therein and defining the surface 
thereof; a tubular inlet conduit extending longi 
tudinally in each corrugation emerging in the 
Connecting end and having a closed lower end; 
a tubular outlet conduit disposed longitudinally 
and axially in the body portion emerging in the 
connecting end thereof and having a closed 
lower end; a plurality of orifices communicating 
each inlet conduit with at least, one of the two 
channels astride each corrugation; a separate 
plurality of Orifices communicating the outlet 
conduit With each channel; and said cross-head 
fitting comprising a body-portion including an 
inlet tubular conduit coinmunicating with all 
the inlet conduits in the body-portion, said inlet 
conduit having an entrant outlet Conduit com 
municating with the outlet conduit in the body 
portion and Said entraint outlet conduit having a 
transparent Shank adapted to be held in the palm 
of the hand; whereby maneuverably to apply to, 
and focalize the Syringe of the combination in 
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the pathological peculiarities of the bodily 
Secretions or fluids as same flow therethrough 
in the Withdrawal thereof, each said channel 
having a plurality of spaced apart webs therein 
integral with the surface of the body-portion and 
forming pockets; at least one orifice communi 
Cating each pocket with at least one of the two 
inlet conduits provided astride each pocket and 
a Separate Orifice communicating the outlet 
conduit with each pocket. 

27. In a device of the class described for use 
in conjunction with a suction means and a fluid 
Supply. Imeans, a detachably combined elongated 
two-way nozzle and a two-way cross-head fitting, 
said, nozzle having a plurality of angularly 
Spaced longitudinally extending inlet conduits 
and longitudinally extending channels extend 
ing in the outer surface of the nozzle between 
each two adjacent iniet conduits; an axially 
concentric outlet conduit, each inlet conduit 
and said outlet conduit extending from end to 
end of the nozzle, one end of said nozzle being 
detachably combined with the cross-head fitting; 
a plurality of orifices leading from at least one 
of each two inlet Conduits adjacent each chan 
nel; a separate plurality of orifices leading from 
each channel to the outlet conduit; and Said tWO 
way cross-head fitting having an inlet conduit 
adapted to communicate with all the inlet con 
duits of the nozzle and with the fluid Supply 
means at the upper end thereof, and an entrant 
outlet conduit adapted to communicate With the 
outlet conduit of the nozzle, said entrant outlet 
conduit emerging from the fitting in the form 
of a transparent tubular shank adapted to con 
municate with the suction conduit of the Suction 
means, said shank being adapted to be held in 
the palm of the hand to apply the nozzle to 
bodily lesions, or cavities, and to focalize said 
nozzle therein, and adapted for visually observ 
ing the bodily secretions for pathological pe 
culiarities as same are being suctioned through 
said transparent shank, while said shank is be 
ing held in the hand. 

28. In a device of the class described, in COn 
bination, a two-way cross head fitting contain 
ing an inlet passage which at One end is adapted 
for connection to a fuid supply and an outlet 
passage which at one end is adapted for Con 
nection to a source of fluid suction, both of Said 
passages terminating in a common outlet end 
of the fitting, and a two-way nozzle consisting 
of a slender linear body containing inlet and 
outlet passages extending parallel throughout 
the major portion of the body, means on One 
end of the nozzle cooperable with the outlet end 
of the Cross head fitting for detachably con 
necting the same to the cross head fitting where 
by the inlet and outlet passages in the nozzle 
are in communication with the inlet and outlet 
passages in the croSS head fitting, Said nozzle 
having a first orifice extending transversely 
through a portion of the nozzle into the inlet 
passage to permit egress of fluid from the inlet 
paSsage to a body cavity, a receSS formed in 
the outer Surface of the nozzle for collecting 
fiuid from the body cavity, and a Second orifice 
extending through a portion of the nozzle and 
connecting the interior of the receSS With the 
outlet passage for conducting fluid from the 
recess to the Outlet paSSage. 

29. In a device of the class described a two 
way nozzle consisting of a slender linear body 
of Substantially uniform diameter throughout 
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the-linear limits, thereof, longitudinally extend 
ing inlet, and outlet, passages formed Within; the 

terior of the body, and extending parallel 
gughout the... major sportion of ithe body, a 

.firstorifice extending. laterally, through a por-i 
...tion of the body, and into the inlet passage and 
adapted to permit. the egress of fluid from the 

... inlet passage, a recess formed in the outer sur 
face of the body. for collecting fluid, a second 
orifice extending laterally through a portion of 
the body and connecting the interior of the 
recess with the outlet passage, and means united 
with one end of the nozzle for detachably con 
necting the same to a common end of a cross 
head fitting. *?: ???? 
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